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Toroidal visco-resistive magnetohydrodynamic steady states
contain vortices

Jason W. Batesa) and David C. Montgomery
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755-3528

~Received 19 December 1997; accepted 6 April 1998!

Poloidal velocity fields seem to be a fundamental feature of resistive toroidal magnetohydrodynamic
~MHD! steady states. They are a consequence of force balance in toroidal geometry, do not require
any kind of instability, and disappear in the ‘‘straight cylinder’’~infinite aspect ratio! limit. If a
current densityj results from an axisymmetric toroidal electric field that is irrotational inside a torus,
it leads to a magnetic fieldB such that¹3( j3B) is nonvanishing, so that the Lorentz force cannot
be balanced by the gradient of any scalar pressure in the equation of motion. In a steady state, finite
poloidal velocity fields and toroidal vorticity must exist. Their calculation is difficult, but explicit
solutions can be found in the limit of low Reynolds number. Here, existing calculations are
generalized to the more realistic case of no-slip boundary conditions on the velocity field and a
circular toroidal cross section. The results of this paper strongly suggest that discussions of confined
steady states in toroidal MHD must include flows from the outset. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~98!02407-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical or computational discussions of allowa
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! steady states are often carrie
out in the ideal limit. Viscosity and resistivity are set equal
zero, and the only MHD requirement remaining for zer
flow equilibrium is one of mechanical force balance, su
that the Lorentz forcej3B ~where j is the current density
andB is the magnetic field! is balanced by the gradient of
scalar fluid pressure,¹p. In the ideal treatment, the electr
field also vanishes, and neither Ohm’s law nor Faraday’s
imposes any additional requirements. For axisymmetric
oidal geometry, an elliptic partial differential equation~the
Grad-Shafranov equation1! for the magnetic flux function
governs the~many! possible ideal equilibria.

In this paper, we treat nonideal~dissipative! toroidal
MHD steady states which are required to obey Ohm’s l
and Faraday’s law as well as mechanical force balan
These states differ considerably from their ideal MHD cou
terparts, and from treatments which omit one or more
these three crucial ingredients. Except in the case of wha
have previously considered2 to be unphysical resistivity pro
files, ¹3( j3B) is nonvanishing and soj3B cannot be bal-
anced by the gradient of any scalar pressure.3 Finite velocity
fields and an attendant viscous drag are sufficient for fo
balance, and in an earlier calculation restricted to toro
with rectangular cross sections and ideally smooth wa4

have been shown to give rise to a characteristic ‘‘dou
smoke ring’’ pair of toroidal vortex rings.

These vortex rings have no analogue in the straig
cylinder approximation~infinite toroidal aspect ratio!, and
could not be expected to appear in a perturbation theor
which the small parameter is the inverse toroidal aspect ra
Here, we replace the previously oversimplified bound

a!Electronic mail: bates@deepspace.dartmouth.edu
2641070-664X/98/5(7)/2649/5/$15.00
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conditions by considerably more realistic ones: toroidal n
slip walls with a circular cross section. It should be not
that other kinds of velocity fields, including toroidal one
may result in real confinement experiments from the co
bined effects of charge separation and electric fields. Tho
these may be even more important in actual devices, they
not to be sought in MHD descriptions, and our intent here
only one of clarifying the MHD framework.

Perhaps the earliest and most influential treatment
MHD flows in toroidal geometry appears in an unpublish
report by Pfirsch and Schlu¨ter from over thirty years ago.5

These authors incorporated the effect of finite electrical
sistivity ~but not viscosity! on MHD phenomena by calculat
ing perturbatively from Ohm’s law a velocity in terms of th
current density and magnetic field. Pfirsch and Schlu¨ter did
not, however, reintroduce their velocity field into the MH
equation of motion, which simply remained asj3B5¹p, as
in ideal MHD. Inattention to the requirement of Faraday
law that the electric field be irrotational in steady state ma
it unnecessary to discover the peculiar nature of the resis
ity profile that would be implied.2 We have found this devel
opment less than wholly convincing. In particular, a net o
ward mass flux was found to be inevitable and had to
compensated by unspecified ‘‘sources’’ within the magne
fluid. It appears that the results may be to some extent tied
with the inverse aspect ratio expansion that was perform
In the calculation presented in this paper, we shall see tha
inherent outward mass flux is implied. A later treatment
Grad and Hogan6 sought to analyze confinement in a tok
mak as the slow evolution from one quasi-steady state
another, but suffered some of the same limitations. A w
variety of other discussions of steady-state flows, sometim
involving the plasma as having crossed some instab
threshold, also appears in the literature~see, for example,
Refs. 7–12!. In some instances, a balance between the e
tric field and the velocity-dependent term in Ohm’s law
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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assumed, leaving no connection between zeroth order to
dal currents and the imposed toroidal voltages which, in
laboratory, typically drive them. We make no attempt to s
vey or to critique this literature except to note that in no ca
does the flow pattern presented here~and in Ref. 4! appear.

The velocity fields presented in this paper derive fro
the equation of motion, using a low~kinetic and magnetic!
Reynolds number approximation, and their calculation
tains the effects of both Ohm’s law and Faraday’s law. T
low Reynolds number approximation is equivalent to one
high viscosity. The viscous stress tensor is a very uncer
quantity for confined fusion plasmas of current interest, a
there are no adequate measurements of it; the principal
oretical calculation in the high collisionality limit is due t
Braginskii and Balescu.13,14 The largest term in the viscou
stress tensor, the so-called ‘‘ion parallel’’ viscosity, can
estimated as an ion mean free path times an ion ther
speed. For the present generation of tokamak experime
this is an extremely large number; if it were to be tak
seriously, it would more than justify a low Reynolds numb
treatment, but doubts remain as to just what viscous term
the equation of motion really is appropriate, if any. The a
vantage of the low Reynolds number approximation is tha
makes it possible to include the effects of finite resistiv
and viscosity at every step of the calculation, even with
complications of nonrectangular boundaries and no-
boundary conditions on the velocity field. These are thou
to be superior to the previous~convenient! choice of rectan-
gular toroidal cross sections and stress-free boundaries.4

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II, we derive the electric field, current density, magne
field, and velocity for our axisymmetric toroidal MHD
model. In the interest of obtaining explicit steady-state
pressions for all of these vector quantities, we imagine t
the torus is a perfect conductor coated on the inside wit
thin layer of dielectric material~so that a finite tangentia
electric field is allowed there!. We ignore, as is unfortunatel
customary and necessary, any departures from axisymm
that result from the slits and slots that must be cut in
conductor to allow the applied electric field to penetrate i
the magnetofluid. In this case, the appropriate boundary c
ditions to be enforced are ‘‘magnetic, no-slip’’ ones, whi
means that the velocity vector and the normal component
the magnetic field and current density vanish on the toro
surface. The low Reynolds number approximation used
carrying out these calculations can be thought of as giv
the lowest order contribution in a perturbative treatment
which the squares of the viscous Lundquist numberM and
the Hartmann numberH appear as small parameters.4 The
precise meaning of this statement will be made clear p
ently. Finally, in Sec. III, we remark on the implications
this work for future studies of MHD equilibria.

II. A ‘‘SLOW-FLOW’’ CALCULATION

Using toroidal coordinates (j,h,w) defined15 by x
5R0A12j2cosw /(12j cosh), y5R0A12j2sinw /(12j cosh)
and z52R0jsinh /(12j cosh), where (x,y,z) are standard
Cartesian coordinates, we solve the one-fluid, incompr
loaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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ible, uniform-density MHD equations in a toroidal regio
which is axisymmetric (]/]w50). The toroidal variablej is
similar to a minor radius,h is a poloidal angle, andw is the
usual toroidal angle, equivalent to the azimuthal angle
cylindrical coordinates, (r ,w,z); see Fig. 1. The major and
minor radii of the torus have dimensionsr 0 and a, respec-
tively, and the scale length featured in the transformation
toroidal coordinates is defined byR0[Ar 0

22a2. We assume
the magnetofluid occupies the region (r 2r 0)21z2,a2,
wherer 25x21y2. The bounding toroidal wall is denoted b
j5ja[a/r 0.

The governing MHD equations16 in a familiar set of di-
mensionless~‘‘Alfvé nic’’ ! units are

]v

]t
1v•¹v5 j3B2¹p1n¹2v, ~1!

¹3B5 j , ~2!

¹3E52
]B

]t
, ~3!

E1v3B5
j

s
, ~4!

where¹•v50 and¹•B50. Here,v is the fluid velocity and
E is the electric field. In Eqs.~1! and~4!, n ands21 are the
reciprocals of a viscous and resistive Lundquist number,M
and S, respectively. In terms of laboratory~cgs! quantities,
they are defined by n21[M5CaL/ ñ and s[S

54ps̃CaL/c2, whereCa is an Alfvén speed~based on the
rms magnetic field!, L is a scale length~e.g., the minor radius
of the torus!, ñ is the kinematic viscosity,s̃ is the electrical
conductivity, andc is the speed of light. Note that for rea
sons of tractability we have assumed a simple scalar form
the Newtonian viscous term in Eq.~1!.

In general, Eqs.~1!–~4! comprise a nonlinear set of pa
tial differential equations that are difficult to solve. Our a
proach has been to seek steady-state solutions (]/]t50),
allowing for finite values of resistivity and viscosity~both
taken to be spatially uniform scalars!, and assumingM2!1
andH2!1, whereH[AMS is the Hartmann number. In thi

FIG. 1. Toroidal coordinates (j,h,w).
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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limit, one can justify the neglect of the inertia termv•¹v in
the equation of motion, Eq.~1!, as well as thev3B term in
Ohm’s law, Eq.~4!.

To understand this better, we recall that a conveni
measure of the magnitude of MHD dissipation coefficients
given by the following ratios of averaged quantities:

^uv•¹vu&

^uñ ¹2vu&
;

vL

ñ
[Re , ~5!

^uv3Bu&

^u j /s̃u&
;

vL

h*
[Rm , ~6!

where Re and Rm are the kinetic and magnetic Reynold
numbers, respectively,v is a typical flow velocity, andh*
[c2/(4ps̃) is the ‘‘magnetic diffusivity.’’ The lowest order
neglect of thev•¹v andv3B terms in the equation of mo
tion and Ohm’s law, respectively, is justified provided th
both Re andRm are small compared to unity. The inequa
ties Re!1 andRm!1 can be shown4 to be implied byM2

!1 andH25MS!1, respectively, by using the equation
motion to estimate a typical flow speed asv;CaM . Note
that these inequalities can be satisfied even for large va
of the Lundquist numberS provided that the viscous
Lundquist numberM is sufficiently small.

The conditionM2!1 is tantamount to the statement th
the ‘‘viscous momentum diffusion’’ timeL2/ ñ is short com-
pared to the Alfve´n transit timeL/Ca for the system. Usu-
ally, this limit is not considered relevant to tokamak equili
ria, but such a conclusion is suspect in that it relies on
passing the largest viscosity coefficients in t
Braginskii-Balescu13,14 viscous stress tensor. Nevertheless
clearly would be desirable in this model to relax the lo
viscous Lundquist and Hartmann number approximations
well as the assumptions of uniform density and const
transport coefficients~resistivity and viscosity!, but doing so
takes the problem outside the realm of present analyt
tractability. The situation becomes even more formidable
one attempts to include a local thermodynamic equation
state for determining the pressure of the magnetofluid. In
case, an energy equation must also be satisfied, which gr
complicates the system of governing equations to
solved.17 At present, no one seems close to treating the
MHD problem in toroidal geometry in the face of realist
boundary conditions. In this paper, we have sought to
clude as much of the existing complexity in our model
possible while still being able to demonstrate explicit so
tions at every stage of the calculation.

The first step in this problem is to specify the elect
field E in the magnetofluid. We assume that the electric fi
is induced via transformer action by a central solenoid t
passes through the center of the torus~perpendicular to its
midplane! and produces a time-proportional magnetic flu
The resulting electric field within the torus is irrotational as
must be for a steady state.~We point out that the electric
field is not irrotational within the central solenoid, but th
loaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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does not present a contradiction since the interior of the to
is a non-simply-connected region.! Within the magnetofluid,
E will have the form

E5
E0r 0

r
ŵ1¹F~r ,z!, ~7!

whereE0 is a reference electric field atr 5r 0, ŵ is a unit
vector in thew-direction,r is the distance from the toroida
axis (z axis!, andF is an additional scalar potential functio
yet to be determined. Substituting Eq.~7! into Eq. ~4! and
neglecting thev3B term shows thatF obeys Laplace’s
equation sinces5const and¹–j50. From the boundary
condition j•n̂uja

50, where n̂ is an outward-pointing unit
vector on the wall of the torus, we see thatF must obey a
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, and thus i
most a constant. Hence, the electric field is simply given
E5(E0r 0 /r )ŵ to lowest order in the square of the Hartma
number. Since the conductivity is taken to be constant,
current density is easily determined from the simplifi
Ohm’s law: j5sE5(sE0r 0 /r )ŵ.

A. The magnetic field

With the current density known, Ampe`re’s law now can
be used to find the magnetic fieldB. SinceB is axisymmetric
and divergence-free, we can represent it in terms of a m
netic flux functionx:

B5
B0r 0

r
ŵ1¹x3¹w, ~8!

where B0 is a reference magnetic field atr 5r 0. The first
term on the right hand side of Eq.~8! is a vacuum toroidal
magnetic field that has no effect on establishing the prop
ties of the equilibrium in this problem. It will, however
greatly influence thestability of that equilibrium. In addition,
this toroidal magnetic field would be important in our d
scription if tensor conductivities, anisotropic pressur
and/or poloidal current densities were allowed, but we do
consider such possibilities here; see, however, Kampet al.18

Substitution of Eq.~8! into Eq. ~2! yields

D* x[r 2¹•~r 22¹x!52sE0r 0 . ~9!

In terms of toroidal coordinates, the solution of Eq.~9! is15,19

x52
sE0r 0

3

2
S 12

a2

r 0
2 D 12j2

~12jcosh!2
ln

A12j2

12jcosh

2
A12j2

A12jcosh
(

m50

`

bmTm1~j!cosmh, ~10!

where the special functionsTm1 are related to associate
Legendre functions of half-integer degree:Tmn(j)
[Qm21/2

n (j21)/Aj, and thebm’s are constant real coeffi
cients chosen to satisfy the magnetic boundary conditioB
•n̂uja

50. A listing of the first ten coefficientsbm for tori of
three different aspect ratios appears in Table I, and a pro
tion of the magnetic field lines onto a plane at a fixed tor
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dal angle (w5const) forja53/11 is shown in Fig. 2. Note
the slight outward shift of the magnetic surfaces in relat
to the center of the toroidal cross section. This is not
different from the ‘‘Shafranov shift’’ observed in ideal MHD
equilibria.

B. The velocity field

Now that the magnetic field has been determined,
final step is to find the velocity fieldv of the magnetofluid.
Returning to the ‘‘slow-flow’’ steady-state equation of m
tion ~with thev•¹v term neglected!, we see thatv must obey

n¹2v5¹p2 j3B. ~11!

Taking the curl of this equation gives2n¹2v5¹3( j3B),
wherev5¹3v is the vorticity. With axisymmetry, we may
introduce the velocity stream functionc such that v
5¹c3¹w, andv52¹2(cŵ /r ). Note that a toroidal com-
ponent of velocityvw could be included here, but is no
required for force balance. Moreover, application of no-s
boundary conditions on the toroidal surface shows thatvw

50. This leads to a ‘‘biharmonic’’ equation forc:

¹4
c

r
ŵ 5

1

n
¹3~ j3B!52

2sE0r 0

n

Br

r 2
ŵ, ~12!

TABLE I. The first ten values ofbm /(sE0r 0
3) used in the calculation of the

poloidal magnetic field for three different aspect ratios. Although the co
ficientsbm are seen to increase withm, the dependence of the special fun
tions Tm1 on m is such that the series in Eq.~10! is rapidly converging.

a/r 0

m 1/10 3/11 1/2

0 2.240231023 1.614131022 4.896431022

1 5.964531021 5.718431021 5.006231021

2 9.522331021 8.997931021 7.542631021

3 1.2065 1.1352 9.388331021

4 1.4044 1.3187 1.0838
5 1.5663 1.4692 1.2032
6 1.7033 1.5966 1.3047
7 1.8221 1.7071 1.3929
8 1.9269 1.8047 1.4709
9 2.0206 1.8921 1.5408
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whereBr is the ‘‘r component’’ of the magnetic field, an
the operator¹4 is defined by (¹2)2. Satisfaction of no-slip
boundary conditions requires thatc and its normal derivative
]c/]n vanish on the wall of the torus,j5ja .

An integral solution of Eq.~12! that is consistent with
no-slip boundary conditions on the velocity field can
found by using a ‘‘torsional’’ Green’s functionG(xux8)ŵ for
the biharmonic operator in axisymmetric toroid
geometry.20 This function is defined by

¹4G~xux8!ŵ 52
4p

J
d~j2j8!d~h2h8!ŵ, ~13!

where J is the Jacobian of the toroidal coordinate syste
The Green’s function can be constructed such that its va
and the value of its normal derivativevanish on the toroidal
wall: Guja

5]G/]nuja
50. It is given by

G52
R0

2p

jj8

A12jcoshA12j8cosh8
(

m50

`

«m

G~m11/2!

G~m15/2!

3gm1~j,j8!cosm~h2h8!, ~14!

where

f-

FIG. 2. A plot of the poloidal magnetic field lines forja[a/r 053/11.
gm1~j,j8![
gm1~j,j8!

m@Tm11,1~ja!Tm21,18 ~ja!2Tm21,1~ja!Tm11,18 ~ja!#
, ~15!

and

gm1~j,j8![Tm11,1~j,!$Sm11,1~j.!@Tm11,1~ja!Tm21,18 ~ja!2Tm21,1~ja!Tm11,18 ~ja!#

2Tm11,1~j.!@Sm11,1~ja!Tm21,18 ~ja!2Sm11,18 ~ja!Tm21,1~ja!#%

2
G~m23/2!G~m15/2!

G~m11/2!G~m11/2!
Tm21,1~j,!$Sm21,1~j.!@Tm11,1~ja!Tm21,18 ~ja!2Tm21,1~ja!Tm11,18 ~ja!#

1Tm21,1~j.!@Tm11,18 ~ja!Sm21,1~ja!2Tm11,1~ja!Sm21,18 ~ja!#%

1@Tm21,1~j,!Tm11,1~j.!1Tm21,1~j.!Tm11,1~j,!#@Tm11,18 ~ja!Sm11,1~ja!2Tm11,1~ja!Sm11,18 ~ja!#. ~16!
 or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Here,Smn(j)[P
m2

1
2

n
(j21)/Aj, whereP is a Legendre func-

tion, «m is Neumann’s number~equal to 1 ifm50, and 2
otherwise!, primes on theT andS functions denote differen
tiation with respect toj, andj. (j,) is the greater~lesser!
of j andj8. To obtain them50 term in the summation, we
must computegm1 in the limit m→0. However, due to the
parity of Br , them50 term is seen to make no contributio
in this problem.

Given the above expression for the torsional Gree
function, it can be verified that the velocity stream functi
c consistent with no-slip boundary conditions atj5ja is

c5r
sE0r 0

4p2n
E S Br 8

r 82D G~xux8!d 3x8, ~17!

where the integration is performed over the volume of
torus. A plot of the stream function contours~and the asso-
ciated flow pattern!, obtained numerically from Eq.~17!, ap-
pears in Fig. 3 forja53/11. Note the appearance of paire
convection-like cells resembling a ‘‘double smoke ring
configuration. A theoretical calculation to extend this ana
sis beyond lowest order inM2 andH2 has been made for th
case of rectangular stress-free boundaries.18

III. CONCLUSIONS

The principal implication of the results presented in th
paper is to strongly suggest that analytical discussions
toroidal MHD confinement must necessarily feature fin
velocity fields from the outset, as fundamental compone
of the force balance. The extent to which the presence
such flows modifies the panoply of instabilities in MH
theory will require time and experience to determine.
seems quite unlikely to us, though, to expect similarity b
tween the linear stability analysis of resistive steady sta
with flow and those without.

FIG. 3. A plot of the poloidal velocity field lines forja[a/r 053/11.
loaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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Note added in proof.Since this article was submitted, w
have become aware of two related theoretical calculati
which may be mentioned in this context. Following the a
proach first adopted in Ref. 6, Grad, Hu, and Stevens,21 and
Grad, Hu, Stevens, and Turkel22 have studied ‘‘slowly evolv-
ing’’ MHD states in which the determination of true statio
ary states was not attempted. Zero viscosity was assum
Rosen and Greene23 extended an investigation in the spirit o
Pfirsch-Schlu¨ter,5 with a somewhat intricate asymptoti
analysis including compressible flow with sources, sup
sonic flow velocities, standing shocks, boundary layers,
poloidal and toroidal rotation, but apparently without the i
clusion of viscosity in the equation of motion. We can ta
no position with regard to a possible relation of their so
tions to ours or to those offered by Gradet al. All three
approaches, it can be said, at least agree on the nece
role of velocity fields in any toroidal MHD current-carryin
state.
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